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During of holidays, for example: Santa Claus, Saint Nicholas, New Yers or Easter the 

people make shopping from supermarkets, but angainst very much.  
         This shops consists in an multitude of pruducts which can be: bakery, meat, fruits or 
sweets. After ending of holidays 45% among this products, which have been shopping in 
excess, are thrown. Other of them finds foods unoponed yet! Products waste is a mondial 
problem and we, a group of 3 students from a Romanian School, we throw that we stop this 
problem or notified in our city. Here we have 
been solving two problems: shopping made in 
excess and already throwing foods like trash and 
the second problem ist that we sling the packs. It 
known which much raw material is consumed for 
to produce them. We realised this problem when 
we went with our parents at shopping for 
holidays. The supermarkets was full, shopping 
cart been filled with foods with we could feed a 
street in only day. Why sometimes we overreact? 
         Considering this aspects, how much food we throw, this products are packed in a 
multitude of wrapping like plastic, metal or cartboard. All this packs are in inadequate places, 
often producing major problems in environment. For this reason, our team, which love the 
nature and keep clean the environment, we assumed to get attitude about this problem.  
          We choose a good period, when hipermarkets ”buzzing” of people. We decide to 
make posters from pack and we wrote : ” Better a great bag than others small bag!” ”XXL 
instead of M”. This banners we put in others shops. After several days, we return at our 
known route, we enjoyed enormously seeing that some buyers take into accont our advice. 
There was rebels who break this posters. Seeing that our idea worked, we spoke with primary 
who help us moral and financial that to support to extend, he congratulated us  for our 
initiative and for to make very much posters. During the time, approximately all shops from 
city had a much posters make from eco materials. 
            The pecks problem was partially solved and becouse we make this banners. We do 
not stop here! Should to continue! The environment needs us! 
            In our group, we wanna to include other students, but some of us put questions. ” Why 
I lost my time with this?” or „ I will get money?”. And we tell them that all we do is calling 
volunteering and we invite them to become volunteers, only one day. Some students continue 
to work with our team. The power of exemple change attitudes and healthy habits. 
           All of them amazed as we continua tu do it, without receive nothing instead. Also, our 
satisfaction was huge when we see that all around us is cleaner, healthy and and far less 
garbage. 
                                                                                                                       
                         


